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Abstract 

With the existence of communication comes the need to protect confidential data. The 
technology to secure data from unauthorized third parties needs to advance as communication 
technology and data processing capabilities are improved. The way that encryption evolves is 
by making, with newer methods, harder for an agent to brute-force [1] confidential data from 
its encrypted form. This involves developing complex mathematical algorithms to ensure this 
process is time-consuming. There are many implementations of these algorithms publicly 
available, each implementation having different performance and security characteristics. 
None of these commonly used methods are designed with multi-tiered storage systems in mind. 
However, if selected and applied smartly, these methods can provide predictable security and 
both CPU and I/O performance benefits that a naive approach wouldn’t provide. In this project, 
we design and implement HEncrypt: a single library that can dynamically choose the best 
method for data encryption on multi-tiered storage systems following one of two main 
directives: minimize the amount of time spent encrypting given a protection level, or maximize 
the protection level given a maximum time frame for the encryption process. The data will 
subsequently be encrypted and stored encrypted on the various storage devices. 
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1 Introduction 

In order to choose the best encryption method, we need to assess what makes them different. 
From now on we will use the term “algorithm” or “cipher” when referring to a named known 
process of performing a certain encryption mechanism. Finally, we will use the term “library” 
when referring to a named suite of implementations that is compiled together. 

The cryptographic algorithm processes a plaintext and returns a ciphertext with the encrypted 
data. The plaintext is the input of an encryption algorithm, which can be read and understood 
by either a human or a machine. “It is a historic term pre-dating computers, when encryption 
was only used for hard copy text, nowadays it is associated with many formats including music, 
movies and computer programs” [2]. The output of the encryption algorithm is referred to as 
ciphertext. 

Not every encryption algorithm is developed for the same use cases. We can classify these 
algorithms based on use cases. 

 

 
Figure 1 - Cryptographic families [3] 

 

In Figure 1 is shown the different families of algorithms. Mainly, there are two types:  
asymmetric and symmetric encryption algorithms. Symmetric algorithms use the same key for 
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both encryption and decryption. They are faster than asymmetric and don’t require key 
distribution, and they are commonly used for data at rest. Asymmetric, also referred to as 
public-key algorithms, use one key for encryption (public) and another different key for 
decryption (private), and they are commonly used for authentication and message 
communication. This way, when the plaintext is encrypted using the public key, it can only be 
decrypted by the owner of the public key [4]. Because we don’t intend to add in the complex 
nature of key management and distribution to the decision engine, this project focuses on 
symmetric algorithms. 

There are two types of symmetric encryption; stream ciphers and block ciphers. The difference 
is that stream ciphers encrypt one bit at a time whereas block ciphers encrypt fixed-length 
blocks of bits [5]. Block ciphers are widely used in symmetric encryption and there are many 
implementations and wealth of literature available, because of this, we will initially focus our 
study solely on block-based algorithms. 

The focus of the project is to achieve a good overall encryption performance and security, 
mainly in data at rest, which is the reason why we will use symmetric block cipher algorithms. 
These algorithms use the same key to encrypt and decrypt the data, removing the complexity 
of key management and distribution. There are some metrics that allow comparing different 
symmetric algorithm implementations [6]. We can group these metrics in two: security (or 
protection) and performance metrics. 

1.1 Security 

The ultimate goal of encryption algorithms is to protect data. The level of protection of an 
algorithm is directly tied to the time that an attacker needs to obtain the plaintext without the 
key. Usually, this time is equal to the time required to brute-force an algorithm. However, 
weaknesses in encryption algorithms can cause this time to be reduced. The process to find 
these weaknesses in a certain algorithm is called cryptanalysis. The measurement of protection 
in an algorithm considering cryptanalysis data is non-deterministic, for the sake of simplicity, 
this aspect of security is outside of the project scope. 

Other components that affect security are the length of the key, the length of the block, and the 
number of rounds the block cipher uses. A block cipher encrypts data by applying for a 
determined number of rounds the same operation by blocks of fixed size. Each operation 
applies the key to the subset of unencrypted data. Each algorithm has its own method for doing 
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this. Furthermore, these operations vary when applying a block cipher mode of operation; 
“block mode” for short. Block mode adds an additional level of protection by applying different 
transformations to the blocks. This means: the longer the key, the more the possible 
combinations against a brute force attack; the higher the number of rounds, the more entropy 
is added to the encrypted data, at the cost of performance; and the larger the block the more 
possible transformations can be applied by the block mode. Note that we expect to experience 
a difference in performance when choosing different block modes of operation. 

1.2 Performance 

Block cipher algorithms are very popular, this means there are many implementations 
available. We narrowed our choice to C/C++ libraries due to the higher performance and tuning 
capability of low-level code. We chose what we considered the more widely used libraries for 
our study: OpenSSL [7]. Crypto++ (Cryptopp) [8], Botan, Libgcrypt (GCrypt) [9], NaCl 
(Libsodium) [10]. and WolfCrypt (from WolfSSL) [11]. These libraries have different source 
code and as such, we expect to experience differences in performance when comparing the 
same ciphers under the same conditions. 

Some CPUs have certain instruction sets that are designed to improve cipher performance, e.g.: 
AES-NI instruction set [12]. To consider this performance variation, we included x86_64 and 
aarch64 architectures on our experimentation and created optimization configurations for them. 
Other components that affect performance are the aforementioned key size, number of rounds, 
and block mode as well as the plaintext size. 

Based on the implementation offered by the chosen libraries and their popularity we chose the 
following algorithms to study: AES (Rijndael) with 128, 192 and 256-bit keys; ARIA with 128, 
192 and 256-bit keys; Blowfish with 128, 192, 256 and 448-bit keys; SM4 and SEED. These 
algorithms can be used combined with the following block modes: CBC, CFB, OFB, CTR and 
XTS. 

All these security and performance dimensions generate multiple combinations of possible 
solutions to the problem. Adding to the complexity, we must choose these solutions together 
with the appropriate storage destination in order to gain benefit from the multi-tiered storage. 

This report presents the Encryption Manager of HEncrypt, encryption library for multi-tiered 
storage environments that dynamically chooses the appropriate encryption method following 
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one of two strategies: minimize the overall encryption time while maintaining the specified 
protection level by the user or maximize the protection level of the encryption within a 
specified time frame. This is achieved using multi-dimensional dynamic programming 
optimization algorithms supported by initial empirical data and reinforced learning. 

1.3 Objectives and Scope 

The need to encrypt data at rest is becoming a top concern after the numerous cyberattacks that 
have recently compromised the security of many companies [13]. However, cryptography is 
not a straightforward process, there are many variables that need to be considered, and selecting 
the right ones is crucial for data protection.  

The first of them would be selecting the library we want to use. There are many C++ libraries 
available that can encrypt/decrypt our data, each of them implemented in different way, with 
different algorithms, block modes and key lengths. If we want to achieve maximum speed 
when encrypting our data, we also need to focus on another variable, the library performance 
for each combination of algorithm, key length, block mode and plaintext length. 

The Encryption Manager combines different C++ encryption libraries, it implements them and 
exposes a common interface. This simplifies the encryption/decryption process, which is 
dramatically different for each library, and provides a single endpoint for all libraries. 

By analyzing all the collected data, we will be able to see the differences between the used 
libraries, and this will also serve as a knowledge repository that the engine will use when 
deciding which combination is the most suitable. 

Once the user has decided the library that will be using for the block-cipher encryption, the 
library needs to be compiled in the operating system it will be used in. Before that, the library 
will be configured, as there are many variables that will make the same library behave 
differently under similar computers.  

One of them will be the optimizations that each instruction set offers. One of the most famous 
and widespread would be AES-NI [14], which accelerates dramatically the 
encryption/decryption speed. When configuring the library, all possible optimizations will be 
checked and the library will be compiled with them.  
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Going back to the implementation, most encryption libraries are very low level, and require 
you to do things like padding depending on the used block mode and plaintext length, to the 
byte. This is where the Encryption Manager steps in and simplifies the task. It is sort of an 
envelope that implements each library, with the different configurations and operations, so that 
the user does not need to worry about things like padding, or specifics of each algorithm. The 
inside of each library implementation will detect all these needs, and apply the encryption 
accordingly, without the user knowing what’s happening under the hood. 

The main objective of the project is to create the Encryption Manager, so that the other project 
done in the SCS Lab at Illinois Institute of Technology, focusing on the Engine and placement, 
can benefit from this work to encrypt the data with the results it obtains from the optimizer. 
The Engine project relies too on the data that will be generated by benchmarking the different 
algorithms in order to obtain performance data for the different combinations within each 
library. 

The Encryption Manager will have a codec component whose purpose will be to add headers 
to the encrypted chunks of data containing information on the used cipher combination and the 
location of the next chunk. 

Abstractions for the Key Manager and Storage Interface will also be created, with a modular 
design so that the Encryption Manager doesn’t have to be modified if those components were 
to change. 

However, there are some limitations on the project too. In order to complete the evaluation on 
time, some restrictions have been defined, as research on this topic can be very broad. 

- 5 libraries will be used:  
o OpenSSL 
o Botan 
o Crypto++ 
o Libgcrypt 
o Libsodium 
o Wolfcrypt 

 
- 5 algorithms 

o AES 
o ARIA 
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o BLOWFISH 
o CAMELLIA 
o SEED 

 
- 5 block modes 

o CBC 
o CFB 
o CTR 
o OFB 
o XTS 

 
- 2 architectures will be tested 

o X86_64 
o aarch64 

1.4 Structure of the report 

For readers to have a good understanding on the report, the following structure has been 
defined:  

- First, there has been an introduction on the whole project conducted at Illinois 
Institute of Technology, HEncrypt: A Dynamic Data Encryption Engine for 
Hierarchical Multi-Tiered Storage Systems, carried out with the student Iñaki Segura 
Usúa, to give the audience a general overview and understanding on why each part is 
essential.  
 

- After that, this work has stated an introduction on the Encryption Manager, which 
is the big part this work focuses on, along with some other components dependent from 
it. 
 

- Following this section, we’ll have a state-of-the-art section with researched 
information and explaining on the technologies that have been chosen for the project.  
 

- Then, there will be a section on the followed methodology, that will give some context 
on how the project was organized.  
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- Later on, the architecture of HEncrypt will be presented, focusing on the part that this 

work defines.  
 

- Implementation details will be the section that shows the internals of the code, design, 
and modularity.  
 

- There will also be an evaluation section with results obtained from the Encryption 
Manager. 
 

- Finally, conclusions and future work on the topic.   
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2 State of the art 

Following up on the HEncrypt state of the art, which is global for the whole project, this section 
focuses on the Encryption Manager state of the art, with more specific content on this part of 
the project and tools that will be used. 

2.1 Programming Language 

The programming language that will be used for doing the project will be C++. The reason to 
use C++ is that it is one of the fastest programming languages that are commonly used, and it 
is also particularly handy when we want to perform tasks in a lower level, handling memory 
and bits, as is the case for this project [15]. 

Moreover, after some research, many encryption libraries have been developed to use under 
C++. Some of them have Python adaptations, but this project focuses heavily on performance, 
and therefore it is worth skipping intermediate steps only meant to make programming simpler 
in most cases. 

This project requires high performance, and we want to make as few overheads as possible. 
C++ will allow us to handle many things that other programming languages do for you and 
whom you don’t have control over, allowing to reduce the performance overhead caused by 
the HEncrypt library itself. 

2.2 Libraries 

Many C++ libraries that allow for block cipher encryption are available, but after some 
research, the following ones were chosen to be used within this project. This decision was 
carried out following rules on popularity, documentation, and after reading its names in many 
of the scientific publications when digging into block cipher encryption. 

2.2.1 OpenSSL 

OpenSSL is an open source toolkit, mainly designed for the Transport Layer Security protocol.  
The protocol is implemented based on a general-purpose cryptographic library [16], that is the 
one that will be used on this project. 
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Mainly, OpenSSL has the following components [16]: 

- libssl: this constitutes the previously mentioned TLS implementation. 
- libcrypto: it is the general-purpose library that can be used independently, the one we 

will be using. 
- openssl: command line tool. 

When referring to OpenSSL along the project, the focus will be on the library that allows for 
C++ encryption, libcrypto, which suits the needs of this project because it leaves all 
configuration parameter for the user to decide. 

2.2.2 Botan 

The goal of Botan, as stated on their site is to “be the best option for cryptography in C++ by 
offering the tools necessary to implement a range of practical systems” [17]. Its API is simple 
to use, and offers many possibilities, which is a reason why this library is part of the project. It 
is very user friendly and intuitive, and it seems like it could be a good option if it is also efficient 
at accomplishing the tasks. 

2.2.3 Crypto++ 

Crypto++ (also referred to as CryptoPP), is open source, and has been around since 1995 [8]. 
It has been widely used, and has a huge reputation, reason why it was considered as another 
addition for the Encryption Manager. 

It also provides many block cipher algorithms and block modes, which makes it a great fit for 
exploring its performance and obtaining metrics about its usage. 

2.2.4 Libgcrypt 

Libgcrypt is a cryptographic library, part of GnuPG [18]. It is the module that allows for 
cryptographic encryption, and the one that we will be using throught the project.  

It needs to be installed with libgpg-error, both modules are necessary for it to work properly, 
and it provides an ample selection of block-cipher algorithms and cipher modes.  
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2.2.5 Libsodium 

This library is the library that we will use for encryption, part of NaCL, Network and 
Cryptography Library [19]. 

It is a very specific library, and when it comes to block-cipher encryption, it only implements 
AES, under the CTR mode, or the authenticated GCM. For this reason, it was considered that 
even though it only offers this encryption possibility, it may be at a high performance, and 
therefore it is worth placing it into our Encryption Manager. 

2.2.6 WolfCrypt 

Finally, WolfCrypt will be the last library that will be used in the project. It is part of WolfSSL, 
and provides many block-cipher encryption possibilities. 

2.3 Cloud Deployment 

As this work has been conducted at Illinois Institute of Technology, while studying the Master 
in Computer Science, with specialization in Distributed and Cloud Computing, the best way to 
put the gained knowledge into practice is to use a cloud provider for the whole project instead 
of doing everything locally. 

This will also give us the benefits and flexibility that the cloud offers, and we will be able to 
use different instances with distinct characteristics. The provider used was Chameleon Cloud, 
which is funded by the National Science Foundation of the United States Government [20]. It 
allows students, prior obtaining permission, to experiment and research on Computer Science 
topics, and allows for a huge low-level configuration, such as specifying instruction sets, 
processors, disks, storage hierarchy, etc. of the deployed instances. 

2.4 Data Visualization 

The obtained data has to be visualized, what can sometimes be tricky and challenging. This 
step is very important, because no matter how much information you were able to get, if you 
don’t have a good representation of that data, a lot of information may be lost. 
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Tableau is a tool founded in 2003, and was aquired by Salesforce in 2019 [21]. It is a data 
visualization tool whose main goal is to make tasks as interactive as possible, and it is largely 
known in the Business Intelligence world. 

It is very intuitive and allows users to create simple diagrams mostly by dragging and dropping, 
and makes the creation of complicated diagrams simple thanks to its user interface. This will 
be the tool used for visualizing the huge datasets obtained from benchmarking the different 
libraries. 
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3 Methodology 

3.1 Planning 

Planning is a very important step in every project, and it is crucial when it is a research project 
that can have many different outcomes, and where a lot of time and efforts have to be invested. 

A very clear organization path was followed, where meetings with the tutor were held once a 
week, and a weekly presentation about the status of the project were required. This way, the 
tutor was able to monitor weekly performance, and he was also able to provide input or ideas 
along the whole project. 

It is also a good method to follow, because those presentations serve as a log, and it is 
amazingly convenient because you can always go back to that week to check what was done, 
the results or what solutions were explored. Thanks to it, a huge motivation was invested in the 
project, as something new had to be achieved every week. 

There were also presentations given to the lab, one at the beginning of the project explaining 
goals and project presentation, another one in the middle of it where they were able to check 
the status of the project, and another one at the end where the final project was shown, along 
with results and conclusions. 

3.2 Environment 

For the project deployment and testing, we used Chameleon Cloud, an education cloud 
provider. By being part of a research lab, we were able to get access and create free instances 
for research purposes.  

Intel Haswell CPUs on bare metal instances were used, with remote deployment. Thanks to 
CLion’s remote development, the project can be developed in the local machine, configured so 
that it is uploaded every time the project is saved, and compiled remotely, but having the 
possibility to debug and see everything without leaving CLion’s editor. 

Thanks to Chameleons’ versatility, the Encryption Manager will be able to be tested with 2 
instructions sets, X86_64 and aarch64. Besides from this, different storage hierarchies can be 
defined, and we will be able to benchmark on both SSDs and HDDs. 
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4 Architecture 

On this section, the architecture of HEncrypt will be shown, focusing on the Encryption 
Manager and the components that comprise this work. Figure 2 shows the whole HEncrypt’s 
high level architecture diagram 

 

 
Figure 2 – HEncrypt Architecture 

 

Within the Encryption Manager we have two main components: The Library Pool and the 
Codec. Besides, in the scope of this project there are two other modules dependent from the 
Encryption Manager: The Key manager and Storage Interface. 
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Figure 3 – Encryption Manager close up 

The Library Pool contains the 5 aforementioned libraries, and they are implemented and expose 
a common API for communication, where just by making a call to the common endpoint and 
specifying the library we want to encrypt with, the key length, block mode and the file, it will 
use that specific library to perform the action. 

It is absolutely important to note that each library has a completely different way of performing 
the encryption, and block-cipher APIs can be very tedious and go into a lot of detail. This way, 
the user does not have to worry about the details of the implementation of each of them, just 
“select” the one that he wants, and the Encryption Manager will do the rest. 

The before mentioned user will be, in this case, the HEncrypt Engine, that will make the 
division into tasks after getting from both the user and file the required inputs it requires. There 
will be then calls to the Encryption Manager with the task for either encrypting or decrypting.  

Once the Library Pool has encrypted the task, the encrypted bytes will go through the Codec. 
This module will be in charge of adding the headers necessary for later decryption, such as the 
information on the encryption characteristics, and the location of the next chunk of data.  

It is important to remember that HEncrypt is used in multi-tiered storage, therefore (and this is 
part of the Engine’s work, but just as a side note), the Engine will decide in which layer of the 
storage hierarchy it will be more efficient to place the chunk of data. However, it is important 
that the Codec includes the correct header information, otherwise, when we want to decrypt 
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that data, as it may be scattered around different parts of the storage layers, we may not know 
what it was encrypted with, or where to find the next chunk of data. 

The Encryption Manager will also get the key from the Key Manager module. What this 
module does is read a key, but it was architectured this way so that more features for key 
management can be added in the future without having to modify the Encryption Manager 
code. This way, key management is isolated from the core encryption process, and it allows 
for a more modular design. 

Something similar happens with the Storage Interface. It is designed to work with HDDs and 
SSDs, however, in the future new storage layers could be added, such as RAM, or maybe one 
that doesn’t exist when this work is being written. This way, the communication with the 
storage system happens through another module and is independent of the encryption core 
process. 
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5 Implementation 

5.1 Compilation of the project 

The first step for being able to run the project, is to compile it. The chosen tool to manage the 
compilation process has been CMake, due to its versatility and customization.  

Before being able to compile the project, there are several steps that need to happen so that it 
can compile successfully. All encryption libraries need to be compiled and linked to the project, 
otherwise, the code would not recognize the libraries headers, what would result in a build 
error. 

The compilation of the external libraries has also been included in this project, as all the content 
required for it to build and link is contained in the CMakeLists.txt file. However, it is important 
to note that some of these libraries are quite big, and the first compilation of the project may 
take some time. Following executions will just compile the changes, and use the binaries that 
were compiled the first time for the external libraries. The user will not need to worry about 
any of this, as it is all handled within the project. 

5.2 Design 

The Encryption Manager design has been made to be as modular as possible. This is very 
interesting due to the fact that it makes adding more libraries really simple. 
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Figure 4 – Encryption Manager Class Diagram 

 

The Encryption Manager is a concept defined to better explain the architecture of this part. It 
is actually comprised of all the components we can see in Figure 4. It uses all the different 
cipher libraries in the form of cipher factories.  

The class CipherFactory is overloaded for every encryption library that must be implemented. 
It returns instances of the subclass SymmetricCipher, which is an interface that contains two 
methods, one for encryption and another one for decryption. 

Each library implementation will be completely different from the other ones; however, this 
provides a common interface for all of them, and this way they are enforced to implement that. 
This makes the code really clean, and the design modular. If one library is added, it will be 
placed there, and the programmer will have to implement the required methods. 
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Figure 5 – HEncrypt Simplified Class Diagram 

 

Figure 5 shows a simplified version of the Class Diagram of HEncrypt for understanding 
purposes. Note that this diagram will be shared with the student doing the other part of the 
project, as it shows the whole system. 

On top of the diagram we can see the CipherFactory Class which was defined above, but now 
we can also see other different ones that will be explained. 

The Class named HEncrypt will be the main entrypoint of the application. There are two 
different encryption strategies, that were requirements this project had: 

- Encrypt in the minimum possible time, given a security level. 
- Encrypt in a fixed amount of time, and obtain a security level. 
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It will be the Engine’s job to determine the combination of libraries, algorithms, block modes, 
key lengths, task length and storage tier. That information will be provided to the Encryption 
Manager, which is the focus of this work, and the Encryption Manager will encrypt with the 
information provided by the Engine. The codec, located on the class CiphertextCodec will add 
the header information, and finally it will be stored. Note that the concept defined in the 
architecture are not classes, but a way to understand and structure how the application works. 
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6 Evaluation 

6.1 Used Data 

This section will describe the combination of Algorithm, block mode and key that each library 
will be tested with. The fact that they are different is due to libraries not having implemented 
all block modes, key lengths or algorithms. 

This was expanded as much as possible. Note that ECB block mode was removed after finding 
it was not secure thanks to a study based on the avalanche effect performed. 

6.1.1 OpenSSL 

OpenSSL has a wide selection at our disposal. The ones represented in the tables below are the 
ones that were finally used and will appear on the results part of the evaluation. 

 
AES 

CBC CFB CTR OFB XTS 
128 192 256 128 192 256 128 192 256 128 192 256 128 256 

Table 1 – OpenSSL AES 

 
ARIA 

CBC CFB CTR OFB 
128 192 256 128 192 256 128 192 256 128 192 256 

Table 2 – OpenSSL ARIA 

 
BLOWFISH 

CBC CFB OFB 
128 192 256 448 128 192 256 448 128 192 256 448 

Table 3 – OpenSSL BLOWFISH 

SEED 
CBC CFB OFB 
128 128 128 

Table 4 – OpenSSL SEED 
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6.1.2  Botan 

Botan was the library that gave less trouble when implementing, and offers a huge variety of 
combination of algorithms, block modes and key lengths. The ones used in this project are 
shown in the tables below. 

 
AES 

CBC CFB CTR OFB XTS 
128 192 256 128 192 256 128 192 256 128 192 256 128 192 256 

Table 5 – Botan AES 

 
ARIA 

CBC CFB CTR OFB XTS 
128 192 256 128 192 256 128 192 256 128 192 256 128 192 256 

Table 6 – Botan ARIA 

 
BLOWFISH 

CBC CFB CTR OFB 
128 192 256 448 128 192 256 448 128 192 256 448 128 192 256 448 

Table 7 – Botan BLOWFISH 

 
CAMELLIA 

CBC CFB CTR OFB XTS 
128 192 256 128 192 256 128 192 256 128 192 256 128 192 256 

Table 8 – Botan CAMELLIA 

 
SEED 

CBC CFB CTR OFB XTS 
128 128 128 128 128 

Table 9 – Botan SEED 
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6.1.3  Crypto++ 

On the chosen release of Crypto++, there was still no support for XTS, which is why it doesn’t 
appear in the results. It was later added, but it was not stable, reason why it wasn’t eventually 
included in the project. The ones that were included can be checked in the tables below. 

 
AES 

CBC CFB CTR OFB 
128 192 256 128 192 256 128 192 256 128 192 256 

Table 10 – Crypto++ AES 

 
ARIA 

CBC CFB CTR OFB 
128 192 256 128 192 256 128 192 256 128 192 256 

Table 11 – Crypto++ARIA 

 
BLOWFISH 

CBC CFB CTR OFB 
128 192 256 448 128 192 256 448 128 192 256 448 128 192 256 448 

Table 12 – Crypto++ BLOWFISH 

 

CAMELLIA 
CBC CFB CTR OFB 

128 192 256 128 192 256 128 192 256 128 192 256 
Table 13 – Crypto++ CAMELLIA 

 
SEED 

CBC CFB CTR OFB 
128 128 128 128 

Table 14 – Crypto++ SEED 

6.1.4  Libgcrypt 

Libgcrypt has less support for block modes, and only 3 of them are found, as opposed to the 5 
that were used in other libraries. This is all taken into consideration and is important to note, 
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as some block modes may have security advantages over others, while performance can be 
affected. The ones that were implemented on the project are listed below. 

 
AES 

CFB CTR OFB 
128 192 256 128 192 256 128 192 256 

Table 15 – Libgcrypt AES 

 
BLOWFISH 

CFB CTR OFB 
128 192 256 448 128 192 256 448 128 192 256 448 

Table 16 – Libgcrypt BLOWFISH 

 
CAMELLIA 

CFB CTR OFB 
128 192 256 128 192 256 128 192 256 

Table 17 – Libgcrypt CAMELLIA 

 
SEED 

CFB CTR OFB 
128 128 128 

Table 18 – Libgcrypt SEED 

6.1.5  Libsodium 

Libsodium just offers support for AES-256 on the GCM block mode. This is supposed to be 
very secure, and is the reason why the library simplifies the user’s decisions by just having one 
choice. It may have a good performance and compete against the other ones in this section.  

 
AES 
GCM 
256 

Table 19 – Libsodium AES 
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6.1.6  Wolfcrypt 

Due to the time constraints of the project, and Wolfcrypt being the latest library added, the only 
algorithm used will be AES. It will be tested with different key lengths, and under the CTR 
block mode.  

AES 
CTR 

128 192 256 
Table 20 – Wolfcrypt AES 

6.2 Results 

After defining the libraries used, csv files with benchmark results for the execution were 
compiled. Those datasets were then imported into Tableau, where the analysis of the results 
took place. Below are the most significant Figures, explaining each of the findings after 
comparing different aspects of the libraries, algorithms, block modes and key lengths. 

It is important to note that there will be one term repeated through the evaluation. Pace is the 
total time it takes to encrypt something, divided by the bytes that were encrypted. This 
measurement gives us a value that can be compared for different sizes, unlike encryption time. 
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Figure 6 - Algorithm pace trend with file size increase 

 

On Figure 6 we can see the encrypt pace on the Y axis versus the file sizes on the X axis. Each 
library is represented with a different color, and a division has been made by algorithms. We 
can clearly observe that there is a point at which the pace flattens.  

What this curve is telling us is that there is likely a point at which an estimation for bigger file 
sizes can be estimated, as pace seems to be equal even though the file size is increased. This 
may be due to the fact that there are initialization overheads, and for a large enough size, those 
overheads are despicable. 

Another conclusion we can draw from this diagram is that increasing the file size does affect 
each library implementation differently. 
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Figure 7 - Pace sensitivity to file size 

 

There was then a need to check whether this “sensitivity” to file size was equal for different 
algorithms. In Figure 7 the library was fixed to Crypto++, and the block mode to CBC. It was 
double checked with others, but this image serves as reference. 

With the aforementioned figure, we can confirm that each cipher has a different performance 
sensitivity when file size is increased. It is not stable at all, and is completely different for each 
algorithm. 
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Figure 8 - Pace sensitivity to key length  

 

After the previous research, the key length can definitely be accounted to be an important factor 
in algorithm security, due to the fact that increasing the key length offers greater encryption 
uncertainty. However, the performance can be affected negatively too by this change.  

Figure 8 shows how performance is affected in each algorithm pace, compared to the baseline, 
which is located on the Y axis. Libraries are placed on the X axis, where we can also see a 
grouping by algorithms.   

The lowest key length is going to be the baseline, and then, the following key length pace 
variation will be represented with a different color. Similar results would indicate that key 
sensitivity is the same for all of them, however, it can determined that each cipher 
implementation has a different performance sensitivity when increasing the key length. 

Another conclusion we can obtain from this figure is that instead of choosing the same 
algorithm at increased key length, other algorithms are likely to perform better. 
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Figure 9 - Pace matrix 

 

The figure above, Figure 9 is part of a study conducted together with the Placement Engine 
author, as it was crucial for the whole project to obtain a clear classification. 

It shows the pace for each algorithm, key length, block mode and file bytes, divided by library. 
The ones that are in green are what would be defined as “winners”, and there has to be one in 
each row. We can observe that they happen to be grouped, and this happens through the whole 
dataset, what allows us to classify algorithms through size intervals. 
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Moreover, we see that different libraries are chosen for different combinations, what proves 
that there can be a significant performance improvement by using different libraries in the same 
project, if choosing the proper one each time. 
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7 Conclusions 

An application that allows to encrypt with different libraries just by calling an endpoint, 
abstracting the user from the specific details of each library has been implemented in this 
project. This work provides insight on how different encryption libraries behave, plus exposes 
a common interface to simplify the encryption mechanism.  

The results obtained through the evaluation section of the report show that libraries have 
dramatically different performances when dealing with different algorithms, file sizes, modes 
and key lengths. This means that performance can be improved if there is an external agent that 
chooses which one should be used, and provides HEncrypt’s Engine a lot of reliable 
information on how each cipher behaves.  

Besides from this, it also shows why there isn’t a “golden” library, and many of them are still 
around. Each one has its advantages and disadvantages, take for instance Botan, which is very 
simple to implement, but at the cost of some initialization overhead.  
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8 Future Work 

This work leaves the door open to future improvement, plus the addition of new libraries and 
modules. Thanks to the modular design followed in the implementation, modification of 
components is possible, as it was designed from the beginning to be this way. 

Besides from adding more encryption libraries, more algorithms could be explored, and there 
could be other kind of ciphers checked, such as stream ciphers. Authenticated block modes are 
also a possibility that the interfaces are ready for, but they were out of scope for this project. 

Other modules such as the Key Manager should definitely be improved, and key management 
could be made much more secure than it is at the moment.  
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